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AFU can assist you with planning a specialised display or preparing a full-blown choreographed 

fireworks sky show, high above the city skyline; our team has you covered.

Our specially trained pyrotechnicians have travelled and performed extensively throughout 

Australia and around the world to provide impressive, value for money firework displays; from 

small events through to large-scale sky shows, AFU will make you stand out!

ALL FIRED UP FIREWORKS & STAGE EFFECTS

Fired using worlds #1 firing system FireOne™

Expert team for setup and safety

Proven, tried and tested fireworks

Choreographed to music

Plung box for communuty events

Wide range of effects

FIREWORK DISPLAYS
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All Fire Up Fireworks can heat up your event with our extensive range of flame effects.

Guaranteed to suit any occasion, our flames can not only be customised to make a big impact, but 

are safe to use in close proximity to performers and your guests - Including our large LPG Flames 

which are AGA Certified.

ALL FIRED UP FIREWORKS & STAGE EFFECTS

4 way Spray Flames

Coloured Flames

Large LPG Flames

3 Way Spray Flames

5 Way Flames

Flame Lights

Small LPG Flames

Water Flames

Eternal Flames

FLAME EFFECTS
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Are you’re looking at full production or adding something special to your next event?

AFU can provide the very best in CO2 / Cryo effects.

We work alongside you to bring the WOW factor to your next event. Over the past 20 years, AFU 

has toured with some of the world’s greatest acts, allowing us to develop creativity on all levels.

ALL FIRED UP FIREWORKS & STAGE EFFECTS

Swing CO2 Jets

CO2 Confetti Blowers

Low Fog CO2 (Dry Ice)

CO2 Jets

CO2 Guns

LED CO2 Jets (Coloured)

CO2 / CRYO EFFECTS
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Our team of highly experience pyrotechnicians work with you to bring you the WOW factor using 

high quality tested and approved indoor and stadium fireworks for your special event. Our years of 

experience will help us choreograph your event,

Our team has had the pleasure of working with Katy Perry, Pink, Kiss, Motely Crue, Nickleback and 

various other artists. AFU has also worked alongside NRL on many occasions, including State of 

Origin.

ALL FIRED UP FIREWORKS & STAGE EFFECTS

Percussion Hits

Air Bursts 

Mines

Wheels

Flash Pots

Line Rockets

Gerbs

Comets (Chasers)

Waterfalls

INDOOR & STADIUM PYRO
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AFU can add a point of difference to your next event. We specialise in special effects to enhance and 

make your event stant out.

From large scale concerts and corporate events, through to life celebrations and special occasions, 

AFU stock a wide range of Special Effects.

ALL FIRED UP FIREWORKS & STAGE EFFECTS

Streamers (Power Shots)

Confetti (Power Shots)

Merchandise Launcher (T-Shirts etc)

Fly guys

Bubble Machines

Smoke Jets

Search Lights (Skytrackers)

Electric Firecrackers

SPECIAL EFFECTS
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WEDDING & SPECIAL OCCASIONS

All Fired Up Fireworks can turn one of the most important and memorable days in your life into a 

truly magical moment. 

Depending on the style and atmosphere you want to portray, we can assist with a range of special 

effects.

Fog machines can make you appear as if you’re floating across the dance floor, we can provide a 

sea of bubbles that surround you and your guests - both for indoor or outdoor ceremonies. We also 

provide confetti swirls that rain a flutter of confetti down on you, highlighting one of the many special 

moments of the day such as cutting the cake,or speeches. Close Proximity  Fireworks can be incor-

porated to ensure a grand entrance or exit for the happy couple.

There are so many options, talk to us today to see how we can help turn your day into a special 

memory for years to come for you, your family and your friends.
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